
Another week has gone by and we are firmly in a new routine with our staggered start and finish times. Many thanks to all 

staff and parents who have made it work so well. Prompt arrival at the start and end of the day helps to keep everyone safe. 

I do ask that when you drop off your child/ren that you move away from the gates so that others can collect their child/ren 

safely. School is working well and we are now at capacity in all of our bubbles for our Year 1, Key worker and Vulnerable 

children. Home learning is still continuing and we are so impressed with the quality that is taking place. Mrs Roebuck is back 

in school and supporting all our families. If you do need any support then please do get in touch and we will do our very 

best to help in whatever way we can. Please remember to contact staff through the admin email or the school phone line 

and not through Seesaw. We have no further information regarding summer provision or expected opening for all.              

As soon as we do, we will inform you as I know this is something that we are all keen to have clarity about.  

 

The Star of the Week in Reception is     

Mollie for producing    

excellent writing with          

beautifully formed letters. 

Mollie had also worked 

hard to double and share 

amounts equally in Maths. 

Well done.  

This week in Reception they have been learning about   

different types of transport. The children have named,  

sorted and designed their own vehicles.                               

The class  have also focused on doubling and sharing in 

Maths.                                                                                  

In Phonics they have been learning the phonemes   

oo, or and ar 

Reception Class Reception Star of the Week  

Class 1 Class 1 Star of the Week  

This week, Class 1 have been learning all about 2d and 3d shapes.              

They created patterns using the 2d shapes and have sorted the 3d shapes 

into 'stack, roll, both or neither'.                                                                                                                                                  

In English, Class 1 have been writing poems called 'I can 

see'. They planned their poem by choosing rhyming 

words and used alliteration and adjectives to describe 

the item they could see.                                                          

Another fantastic week Class 1, keep up the good work.  

The Star of the Week in Class 1 is Olivia 

for her fantastic poem 

and displaying a      

positive attitude and 

the correct behaviour 

for learning all the 

time.  

19th June2020 

Message from Mrs Gardiner 



         Need Support?  - Numbers you may find useful 
Women’s Domestic Violence – 0808 2000 247 Men’s Domestic Violence Helpline - 0808 801 0327   Childline - 0800 1111  

NSPCC 24 hour free phone service - 0808 800 5000    Police (if not urgent)- 101    Women's refuge – 0845 155 1485   
Social Services – 01422 393336 

Safeguarding Children—If you are ever concerned about any child please speak to Mrs Gardiner or  Mrs Lawrence 

Class 3 

Class 3 have worked hard this week to use their new skills to become troll 

experts to write new information texts! Remy and Yahya have been using 

fantastic writing skills; they planned their subheadings,         

paragraphs and made sure they’re going to include the new 

sentence types we’ve looked at recently like the drop in       

sentence using the word who!  

Class 3 Star of the Week  

The Star of the Week in Class 3 is Riley, for 

his fantastic information text about trolls! 

Class 4 

This week in Class 4 they have been having fun in science and 

trying out lots of exciting experiments linked to sound.                  

They have also been writing newspaper 

articles about Boudicca and her rebellion, 

from last week's history topic. 

Class 4 Star of the Week  

Star of the Week in Class 4 

is Isaac for his fantastic 

newspaper article focussing 

on Boudicca's rebellion. 

Class 5 

Children in Class 5 have been researching  

and writing about Meerkats, after watching 

a super animation called ‘Catch It!’                    

In Science they have been learning about 

forces, and conducting their own                           

experiments at home, with some excellent 

results, well done. 

Class 5 Star of the Week  

Sophie is the Star of the Week this week 

for consistently working hard to a high 

standard across all activities. 

Class 6 Class 6 Star of the Week  

                               Class 6 have started an English unit of                                   

work about dual narrative. In maths they 

have been recapping on their favourite 

topic of algebra. They have started a new 

topic all about conflict in the twentieth 

century and have begun by looking at the 

First World War. 

The Star of the Week this week is          
Saracen. He always completes his work to 
the very best of his ability 
and responds to absolutely 
everything that has been set. 
He has done some fabulous 
work in maths. Well done 
Saracen. 

Class 2 have been working hard on their coding work. A special mention goes 

to Harris and Ruben for their fantastic computing on discovery Education.  

Star of the Week is Peggy for her super 
story map using key vocabulary for her 
version of ‘owl Babies’  

 

Class 2 Star of the Week  Class 2 


